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Abstract

Motivation: Radiologists have used algorithms for Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) for decades.

These algorithms use machine learning with engineered features, and there have been mixed

findings on whether they improve radiologists’ interpretations. Deep learning offers superior per-

formance but requires more training data and has not been evaluated in joint algorithm-radiologist

decision systems.

Results: We developed the Computer-Aided Note and Diagnosis Interface (CANDI) for collabora-

tively annotating radiographs and evaluating how algorithms alter human interpretation. The

annotation app collects classification, segmentation, and image captioning training data, and the

evaluation app randomizes the availability of CAD tools to facilitate clinical trials on radiologist

enhancement.

Availability and implementation: Demonstrations and source code are hosted at (https://candi.next

genhealthcare.org), and (https://github.com/mbadge/candi), respectively, under GPL-3 license.

Contact: joel.dudley@mssm.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary material is available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Computer vision algorithms have demonstrated success in

many fields including medical radiology. Convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) are a type of deep learning (DL) model that

automatically learns image features and can be applied to several

image-recognition tasks. Successful models are trained on the order

of 100 000 training images acquired through multi-site efforts

(Gulshan et al., 2016; Ting et al., 2017). In medicine, data collection

and crowdsourcing are complicated by privacy and specialized train-

ing requirements.
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Web-based medical image annotation tools have been described

but kept proprietary to an institution (Mata et al., 2016, 2017) and

to specific crowdsourced projects (Cheplygina et al., 2017; Maier-

Hein et al., 2014). LabelMe is a fully featured online tool designed

for everyday images, but does not support sensitive data (Russell

et al., 2008). In clinical practice radiologists interpret images in the

context of a patient’s previous image studies and non-image medical

record data. There is a lack of annotation tools that provide multi-

modal patient data interfaces and can be deployed for collaborative

work on sensitive data.

Algorithms designed for Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) are

frequently only evaluated in isolation, and studies evaluating human

performance with and without CAD have had inconsistent results.

Retrospective studies on engineered feature (not DL) CAD in clinical

practice have found accuracy benefit (Kasai et al., 2008), no accuracy

benefit (Benedikt et al., 2017), or a negative effect (Gilbert et al.,

2008). CAD enhancement of human interpretation has been studied in

disparate experimental designs. Commercially available CAD tools

have been tested in fully randomized studies (Gilbert et al., 2008) and

observational studies (Fenton et al., 2007). Experimental algorithms

have been tested in only one mode (see RCT Case Study below) (Kasai

et al., 2008), or over multiple sessions (double-crossover design) where

one day a radiologist interprets images with CAD and several months

later she interprets images without CAD (or vice versa, by randomiza-

tion) (Benedikt et al., 2017). RCTs are graded as stronger evidence

than pseudorandomized or observational studies, but RCTs have only

been done with commercially available CAD systems.

This manuscript introduces two open access computer-aided note

and diagnosis interface (CANDI) web applications for collaboratively

addressing the annotation and evaluation barriers to translating DL.

The CANDI radiograph annotation dashboard (CANDI-RAD) app

provides multimodal patient and image data to obtain training and

testing data, and the CANDI-CAD evaluation app facilitates random-

ized controlled trials (RCTs) on human enhancement with algorithms.

2 Implementation

CANDI is distributed as an R package with web interfaces imple-

mented as Shiny applications and modules which generate html and

javascript browser-based dashboards. CANDI’s modules handle

user input and render an image or all the images from a selected

case, along with patient metadata. Additional modules for annota-

tion graphically summarize a user’s entry records, and evaluation

modules support CAD utilities (e.g. searching for similar images)

and queue randomization. The package includes metadata from the

public OpenI chest X-ray database (Demner-Fushman et al., 2016)

to demonstrate multimodal dashboards [images are separately avail-

able from the CC-NC-ND licensed openI database (https://openi.

nlm.nih.gov/)].

We use third-party packages to support data input and output.

The European Bioinformatics Institute package EBImage reads and

renders standard biomedical image formats from disk or URL. The

googlesheets package saves user input to the cloud for de-identified

annotation storage. CANDI builds on these individual packages by

providing Shiny modules so users can compile an interface suited for

their study context (Badgeley et al., 2016).

Demonstration apps and user instructions are available at

candi.nextgenhealthcare.org, which is hosted by a Nginx cloud ser-

ver running Ubuntu. The CAD utilities were generated with several

variations of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to predict

disease status and localization and similar image search (further

discussed in the Supplementary Material). The similar search mod-

ule uses CNN image embeddings to compute the Euclidean distance

between a test radiograph and all designated historical radiographs.

3 Case studies

3.1 Annotation
The CANDI training data generation app (candi.nextgenhealthcar-

e.org/rad_institution) collects annotations for three supervised learn-

ing problems: (i) disease classification, (ii) image segmentation and

(iii) image captioning. Each of these can be used to train a different

implementation of a CNN (see Fig. 1). To adjudicate the gold-

standard disease status, radiologists should use the multimodal app

(candi.nextgenhealthcare.org/rad_case) to benefit from contempor-

aneous images and patients’ clinical data.

3.2 Evaluation randomized control trial
We implement CANDI-CAD to measure how users interpret radio-

graphs under different assistance modes: concurrent and second-

reader. In concurrent mode, the user receives algorithm support

during the entire case interpretation, whereas in second-reader

mode, algorithm support is only provided after the user formulates

an initial unaided impression.

Rigorous evaluation of new algorithms requires CAD software

to be integrated into image database systems (Matsumoto et al.,

Fig. 1. Annotation modalities and distinct uses. (A) The CANDI radiograph

annotation (RAD) and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) applications provide

human-algorithm interfaces to generate training annotations and evaluate

the subsequent models. Different annotation data modalities provide training

data for distinct deep learning model utilities. We use convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) to generate predictions in CANDI-CAD. (B) Various input/

output systems are set up that conform to the security needs of different

types of users
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2013). CANDI-CAD enables experimental algorithms to be incor-

porated into image interpretation dashboards with randomized

availability of CAD utilities. The demonstration at (candi.nextgen-

healthcare.org/cad) uses three DL utilities: (i) Image similarity

search, (ii) whole image classification and (iii) image bounding-box

localization (see Fig. 1). Image queue order and CAD mode are fully

randomized to facilitate a 2-arm RCT in one session.

4 Conclusion

CANDI aims to ease the translation of CAD algorithms to medical

imaging by facilitating collaborative image annotation and random-

ized clinical evaluation. CANDI-RAD facilitates distributed annota-

tion with a multimodal interface for patient context, which reflects

clinical practice and allows radiologists to produce gold-standard

data. CANDI-CAD facilitates randomized clinical trials to rigorous-

ly evaluate CAD augmentation of radiologists’ performance.

Different data input/output interfaces can be used to apply CANDI

to sensitive or public medical image data.
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